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Abstract
When taking a video of a person speaking, you have the option of using the camera to zoom in

on the speaker’s face. But is your phone’s microphone capable of zooming in on the speaker’s

voice so that it stands out above the background and competing noises?

This poster proposes a novel rating protocol for evaluating smartphone audio zoom systems

using objective and perceptual testing. Audio zoom is a recently developed feature that

isolates sound sources in videos based on the smartphone camera’s focal point and zoom level

[ Avendano and Solbach (2015) Vincent et al. (2006)]. The protocol considers the ability of a

system to focus on the target sound as the main criterion for evaluation, while also discussing

other important audio quality factors.

Evaluation Protocol
Our evaluation protocol consists of two parts: objective directivity testing and perceptual

listening tests. Both types of recordings are performed in a semi-anechoic chamber, with the

smartphones’ main camera in landscape orientation.

Objective Directivity

� 5-second logarithmic swept-sine (20-

20000Hz)

� 10° step full revolution

Perceptual Recording

� Use cases: Speech & Music

� Attributes: Timbre, Spatial, Volume, Artifact,

Background
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Evaluated Zoom Ranges
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Reference:
Wide

“Zone 1”: Telephoto “Zone 2”: Super TelephotoUltra-wide
(untested)

Zoom value (displayed in app)

� If the camera app provides a

quick zoom preset value (#x),

that value will be used.

� If the camera app does not

have presets, the following

values (circled in red) will be

used.

� If there are multiple presets

availablewithin a given range,

the preset closest to the cir-

cled value will be chosen.

Objective Directivity Analysis
Directivity Graphs
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A 10°-resolution directivity graph showing

the ability of the device to zoom in on the

content(blue: wide, red: tele, brown: super

tele). Comparisons between wide, tele and

super-tele in the frequency band (800 Hz –

2000 Hz) for devices A, B, C, D.
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Direction zones for computing objective directivity
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Diagram of the objective directivity algorithm
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Comparison of objective side and back rejection scores in frequency band (800 Hz – 2000

Hz) for devices A, B, C, D (the higher the better)

Perceptual Analysis
We conducted an evaluation of 14 recently released smartphones (before June 2022) that

included audio zoom in their official website specifications. The evaluation focused on the

audio quality of the phones and involved four expert audio engineers with qualifications

in perceptual listening [Recommendation (2003)]. The engineers followed precise listening

guidance for each attribute and assigned scores on a scale of 0 to 10, with higher scores

indicating better performance.

Perceptual VS Objective Side Rejection
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Four typical patterns of average recording loudness evolution across zoom
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Diagram of the audio zoom scoring system

Audio zoom final score comparisons among devices
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Conclusion
� Devices offering decent audio zoom function have good or reasonable backside rejec-

tion. However, most devices’ side rejection needs to be developed and improved.

� The occurrence of disturbing artifacts when zooming in can degrade the user’s video

recording experience. Therefore, controlling these artifacts is critical to achieving good

audio zoom performance.


